Abstract-Distribution grids represent the final tier in electric networks consisting of medium and low voltage lines that connect the distribution substations to the end-users/loads. Traditionally, distribution networks have been operated in a radial topology that may be changed from time to time. Due to absence of a significant number of real-time line monitoring devices in the distribution grid, estimation of the topology/structure is a problem critical for its observability and control. This paper develops a novel graphical learning based approach to estimate the radial operational grid structure using voltage measurements collected from the grid loads. The learning algorithm is based on conditional independence tests for continuous variables over chordal graphs and has wide applicability. It is proven that the scheme can be used for several power flow laws (DC or AC approximations) and more importantly is independent of the specific probability distribution controlling individual bus's power usage. The complexity of the algorithm is discussed and its performance is demonstrated by simulations on distribution test cases.
I. INTRODUCTION
The power grid comprises of the set of transmission lines that transfer power from generators to the end users. Due to operational ease, the grid is separated into different tiers or levels: transmission grid consisting of high voltage lines connecting the generators to the distribution substations, and distribution grid consisting of the medium and low voltage lines that connect the distribution substations to the final loads. Structurally, the distribution grid is distinguished by its radial (tree-like) operational topology with the substation at the root and loads positioned along the non-root nodes of the tree. In reality [1] , the actual set of lines comprising the distribution grid form a loopy graph but during operation, several of these lines are disconnected by open switches to create a tree structure (see Fig. 1 ).
With the advent of the smart grid, distributed control and optimization of distribution grid operations have become a reality through deployment of smart loads, deferrable loads, energy storage as well as distributed generation (like rooftop solar, wind). Optimal operations in the distribution grid depend on the correct estimation of its bus/node states (voltage and power consumption) and its operational radial topology. However, lines in the grid still suffer from limited real time metering that hinders the grid operator from learning the true topology [2] . In recent times, smart meters like PMUs [3] have been built at the grid buses or individual households to relay high fidelity measurements of bus/nodal state in real time for demand response. The goal of this paper is to judiciously use the nodal real-time measurements to estimate the operational topology in the grid. Note that due to the exponential number of possible radial trees that can be created from a given loopy graph, a brute force structure learning scheme that tests the correctness of nodal measurements is computationally prohibitive. Efficient learning of the correct operational topology thus needs to utilize relations induced by the radial structure on the available measurements that can be checked with relative ease. In this work, we determine a specific graphical model based characterization of the probability distribution of bus voltages in a radial network and use it to develop a novel framework for structure estimation. Our learning framework is very general and hence able to operate under different operational conditions and power flow models that have been discussed in prior literature.
A. Prior Work
In the past, several efforts have been made to analyze the problem of topology estimation in power grids. [4] uses a maximum likelihood estimator with low-rank and sparsity regularizers to estimate the grid structure from electricity prices. The authors of [5] use a Markov random field model for bus phase angles and use it to build a dependency graph to detect faults in grids. [6] presents a topology identification algorithm for distribution grids with linear power flow model and constant R/X (resistance to reactance) ratio for transmission lines. The algorithm uses the signs of elements in the inverse covariance of voltage measurements to build the operational tree. In [7] , a machine learning (ML) topology estimate with approximate schemes is used in a distribution grid with Gaussian loads. Our previous work, [1] presents greedy structure and parameter learning algorithms using provable trends in second order moments of voltage magnitudes determined by a linear coupled approximation for lossless AC power flow [8] , [9] . Subsequent work [10] extends this approach to reconstruct the operational tree with incomplete information where significant data is missing. Sets of line flow measurements have been used for topology estimation using maximum likelihood tests in [11] . Other approaches [12] include machine learning schemes that compare available time-series observations from smart meters with database of permissible signatures to identify topology changes. Similar envelope comparison schemes have been used in parameter estimation as well [13] , [14] . In the broader category of general random variables, graphical models [15] provide a graph-based technique to understand the relationship/interaction between different variables and have been used to study languages, genetic networks, social interactions, decoding in communication schemes etc. To learn the graphical model structure, estimation schemes used include maximum likelihood schemes [15] along with restrictions like sparsity [16] . Other schemes learn the graph by determining the neighbors of every node by conditional mutual information based tests [17] , [18] . It is worth mentioning that a majority of work on graphical model learning is designed for discrete values variables or Gaussian random variables, where computation of conditional mutual information is relative easy. As power grid voltage and load profiles may pertain to arbitrary distributions over continuous random variables, detection tests will need to be general in nature. In work specific to continuous random variables, [19] , [20] have designed kernel-based conditional independence tests for determining causality in directed graphs. We use such techniques within our learning scheme in this paper.
B. Contribution
In this paper, we develop a graphical model learning framework to determine the operational radial structure of the grid using nodal voltage measurements (voltage magnitudes and/or phasor measurements). In particular, we show that under standard assumptions of power consumption and common power flow models (DC and AC approximation), the probability distribution of continuous valued nodal voltages can be described by a specific chordal graphical model. This specific factorization motivates our structure learning algorithm where conditional independence tests on node quartets (4 variables each) are used to learn the operational edges. The graphical model based approach helps bridge previous work in the power domain designed for specific flow models with separate research in machine learning for general graphs. We present conditions under which the graphical model based scheme is applicable for several power flow laws. Our learning algorithm is independent of the exact probability distribution for each node's power usage and voltage profile, and also does not require knowledge on line impedances for estimating the structure. We show the polynomial computational complexity of our learning algorithm and present its performance by simulations on test radial networks.
The next section presents a brief discussion of distribution grid topology and a description of common power flow models. Following it, Section III analyzes the graphical model of power grid voltage measurements and its specific structure. We present conditional independence based properties of the distribution of voltage measurements in Section IV and use it to develop our learning algorithm. Section V discusses the computation of conditional independence tests for continuous random variables used in our learning algorithm. Simulation results of our learning algorithm on a test radial network are presented in Section VI. Finally conclusions and future work are included in Section VII.
II. DISTRIBUTION GRID: STRUCTURE AND POWER FLOWS
Radial Structure: We represent the distribution grid by the graph G = (V , E), where V is the set of buses/nodes of the graph and E is the set of undirected lines/edges. The operational grid is determined by closed switches (operational lines) and has a 'radial' structure as shown in Fig. 1 . The operational grid is a collection of K disjoint trees,
Each tree T i spans a subset of the nodes V T connected by the set of operational edges E T . Note that each tree has a substation at the root node. We denote nodes by alphabets a, b and so on. The undirected edge connecting nodes a and b is denoted by (ab).
In the rest of the paper, we limit our analysis to grids where the operational structure consists of one tree T . The analysis can be directly extended to a general case where multiple disjoint trees are present as noted in comments in later sections. Further, we assume that the substation (root node) is connected by a known edge to one load node. The operational edges between the load nodes are unknown to the observer who has access only to load voltage measurements, but no flow or power injection measurements in the grid. Power Flow (PF) Models: Let z ab = r ab + ix ab denote the complex impedances of line (ab) in the distribution grid (i 2 = −1) with resistance r ab and reactance x ab . By Kirchhoff's laws, the complex valued PF equations governing the flow of power out of a node a in a tree T is given by
where the real valued scalars, v a , θ a , p a and q a denote the voltage magnitude, voltage phase, active and reactive power injection respectively at node a. V a (= v a exp(iθ a )) and P a denote the nodal complex voltage and injection respectively. During normal operation, it is often assumed that the grid is lossless and the net power (generation minus demand) in the grid is zero. In that case, one bus in each tree can be considered as reference bus, with its power injection given by negative of the sum of injections at all other buses. Further the voltage and phase at the reference bus is considered at a fixed reference value without a loss of generality. In subsequent sections, we denote the substation root node in the operational tree as the reference node. Abusing notation, we use V T to denote the non-reference nodes/buses in the grid. Under the lossless assumption, there are several well-known relaxations to the PF equations as described below. DC model [21] : In this popular approximation, lines are considered to be purely inductive and voltage magnitudes are assumed to be constant at unity. Further, phase differences between neighboring lines are assumed to be small. This results in the following linear relation between active power flows and phase angles.
Here, H β is the reduced weighted Laplacian matrix for tree T with edge weights given by line susceptances β (β ab =
x ab x 2 ab +r 2 ab for edge (ab)). The reduction is achieved by removing the row and column corresponding to the reference bus from the weighted Laplacian matrix. Linear Coupled (LC) model [1] , [10] : In this model, the PF Eqs. (1) are linearized jointly over voltage phase difference and magnitude deviations (v a − 1 = ε a ) from the reference voltage, both of which are considered to be small. We arrive at the following set of Linear-Coupled (LC) approximations, that are a generalization of the DC model.:
where
LinDistFlow Model [8] , [9] , [22] : This model is ideally made for analysis in distribution grids. Here nodal power injections are first expressed in terms of directed line flows, which are subsequently related to nodal voltages.
Note that due to the radial structure, there exist an invertible map between nodal injections and line flows and hence voltages can be efficiently computed. Further, as shown in [1] , if small deviations in voltage magnitude are assumed for the LinDistFlow model, we get the LC Eqs. (4) and (5).
Other than being lossless, another characteristic of all the above mentioned models (DC, LC and LinDistFlow) is that they represent nodal power injections as an invertible function of nodal voltages (relative to the reference bus). This property is key as the basic PF Eqs. (1) can have multiple feasible voltage profiles resulting in the same injection profile. In the next section, we show the use of PF and its lossless approximations in determining the graphical model of nodal voltages.
III. GRAPHICAL MODEL FROM POWER FLOWS
Our aim here is to obtain a graphical model representation for the probability distribution of voltages at all non-substation nodes in the distribution grid tree T (see Fig. 2(a) ). We make the following assumptions regarding power flows in the distribution tree: Assumption 1: The random variables representing the power consumption at two load nodes (non-substation) of tree T are independent of each other and attain a steady distribution before the radial configuration changes. Assumption 2: There is an invertible relation between power injections and nodal voltages within the domain of consideration.
Note that the first is a realistic assumption over short to medium intervals (minutes to hours) as fluctuations determining the probability distribution of load at different nodes will be independent and uncorrelated. The second assumption is commonly assumed in stability and convergence studies in power system applications [23] . Further they are true for the power flow approximations described in the previous section. Under these assumptions, the continuous random vector P representing the power consumption at the non-substation nodes V T in tree T has the following probability distribution function (p.d.f.):
where Eq. (9) follows from Eq. (1). P a is the p.d.f. for injection at node a. The distribution of complex voltage vector V for the non substation nodes, using standard rules for p.d.f. of inverse functions, is given by
Here |J P (V )| is the determinant of the Jacobian matrix J P (V ) = ∂V ∂P for the invertible transformation from complex vectors P to V . We now create the graphical model using Eq. (10). Graphical Model: For a n dimensional random vector X = [X 1 , X 2 , ..X n ] T , we create the undirected graphical model GM [15] with vertex set V GM such that each node represents one variable. For every node i, its graph neighbors form the smallest set of nodes N(i) ). Here X C represents the random variables corresponding to nodes in set C. Thus every node is conditionally independent of all other nodes given its graph neighborhood. Similarly, if deletion of a set of nodes C separates the graphical model GM into two disjoint sets A and B, then each node in set A is conditionally independent of a node in B given all nodes in C.
Observe the probability distribution of nodal voltages in Eq. (10) . Ignoring the Jacobian determinant, node a appears in factors P a and all terms P b , where b is a tree neighbor of a. This is because each product term include voltages corresponding to a node and all its neighbors. Let N 2 (a) be the set of all nodes in tree T that are at a distance 1-hop (neighbors) and 2-hops (neighbors of neighbors) from a. If the distribution P (V ) is conditioned on voltages corresponding to set N 2 (a), ignoring the Jacobian determinant, the rest can be product separated into terms containing only a as a variable and terms excluding a. If the Jacobian determinant is product separable as well into nodes inside and outside of some set B ∪ {a} where B ⊂ N 2 (a), voltage at a will be conditionally independent of the rest of the nodes given voltages in its 2-hop neighborhood. Thus, the following hold: The proof follows immediately from the discussion on conditional independence and definition of graphical model. Fig. 2(b) shows an example construction of a graphical model. Each node in GM represents the random variable for voltage at its corresponding node in T . Note that the graphical model is loopy as neighbors of each node in the original grid tree T are connected by edges in GM . These additional edges create clique sets (complete subgraphs), each composed of a non-leaf node and its immediate neighbors from tree T , as depicted in Fig. 2(b) . In the terminology of graph theory, GM is chordal (every cycle of size greater than 3 has a chord) and its p.d.f. has a Junction Tree Factorization [15] . We leave a discussion on this factorization for future work.
A special case of a separable Jacobian determinant is one with constant determinant. We know that Jacobian matrices of linear functions have constant determinants. We thus have the following corollary to Lemma 1.
Corollary 1: If the nodal power injections in a distribution
tree T can be represented as a linear function of the nodal voltages, then the graphical model GM for the nodal voltages is generated by adding edges between every pair of neighbors of each node in tree T .
In particular, as DC, LC models and LinDistFlow approximation (reactive power and square of voltage magnitudes if active power is kept constant) mentioned in the previous section each represent a linear relation, they generate the graphical model structure given by Corollary 1 and Fig. 2(b) . It needs to be mentioned that outside of Corollary 1, other invertible (3)) in tree T with operational edge set E T . We consider the case where the vector of active load profiles (P = p) follows an uncorrelated multi-variate Gaussian distribution with diagonal covariance matrix Ω p . As linear functions of Gaussian random variables are Gaussian random variables, θ is a Gaussian random vector as well. Properties of multi-variate Gaussian distributions [15] state that each non-zero off-diagonal term in the inverse covariance matrix Ω 
otherwise
Thus the graphical model for θ has the original operational edges E T in tree T and additional edges between two-hop neighbors, as suggested by Lemma 1 and Corollary 1.
In the next section, we discuss the use of conditional independence tests to determine the presence of edges in T .
It is worth mentioning that all results in this section extend directly to distribution grids with multiple disjoint trees as the probability distribution for voltages in each tree is independent of others and hence the overall distribution can be factorized into product terms.
IV. CONDITIONAL INDEPENDENCE BASED TOPOLOGY LEARNING
Consider a distribution tree T with a substation as reference node and given set of all possible edges E (operational or open). The goal of topology learning scheme is to determine the operational edge set E T between load nodes V T using load 
does not hold for any nodes c and d distinct from a and b in T .
• If nodes a and b are separated by greater than two hops, then there exists at least one operational edge 
In Fig. 2(b) , voltages at nodes f and c will become conditionally independent given nodes e and d. However, given nodes e and c, no other pair becomes conditionally independent as the graphical model GM is not disconnected due to removal of e and c. Note that the first conditional independence result in Theorem 1 identifies operational edges between non-leaf nodes in T . The final statement provides a technique to determine operational edges to each leaf node using discovered edges between its parent and other non-leaf nodes.
To distinguish all edges uniquely, we assume that T has depth greater than three, i.e., there exists a path of length at least four in T . This is necessary as no pair of non-leaf nodes exist for testing conditional independence results if depth is 2. Further for depth 3 (exactly two non-leaf nodes), it can be shown that the leaf nodes connected to each non-leaf node can be exchanged without changing the conditional independence tests. We omit the detailed proof for brevity. Under this depth assumption, we now present Algorithm 1 for topology learning in distribution grid tree T .
Working: Note that we compute the conditional independence among nodes in the permissible neighborhood of each potential edge instead of all possible node combinations. Thus, 
Algorithm 1
end if 7: end for 8: end for 9: Sort nodes in V p with increasing degree 10:
Pick node a of degree 1 in V p
13:
Pick nodes b and c such that (ab), (bc) ∈ E T 14:
V lea f ← V lea f − {l} 18: end if 19: end for 20: Remove node a from V p and update degree of others 21 : end for we only test conditional independence of nodes c and d given a and b such that (ac), (cd), (db) are in E. This is sufficient as an operational edge between non-leaf nodes a and b will make at least two nodes in their respective neighborhoods conditional independent. Here, Steps 2 to 8 discover such edges between non-leaf nodes using the first statement in Theorem 1. The set V p includes the non-leaf nodes that have been discovered. Next, Step 12 to 19 iteratively identifies connections to potential leaf nodes in set V lea f using the final statement in Theorem 1. Note that in each iteration, we search for leaf nodes l in the neighborhood of a non-leaf node a with one discovered edge to other non-leaf nodes in V p . This is done to avoid cases where l is not a's child but still satisfies the third conditional test in Theorem 1. Once leaf nodes of node a are discovered, it is removed from the set of potential parents V p and another parent is selected.
Complexity:
Each conditional independence test in Algorithm 1 is restricted to 4 nodes only. This is distinct from general graph learning where number of variables in conditional independence tests can scale with the graph size. Further, as each voltage is a complex valued quantity, we can reduce the complexity by computing the conditional independence of voltage magnitudes or phase angles at two nodes given the complex voltages at two others. This reduces the computation to 6 real-valued random variables instead of 8 earlier. If magnitude and phase angles are discrete quantities taking p possible values each, the complexity of one conditional independence test is O(p 6 ). As we deal with continuous random variables, the complexity function C will depend on the estimation technique used as discussed in the next section. However C will always be independent of the grid size. Determination of edges between non-leaf nodes requires O(D 2 max ) tests per edge in E, where D max is the maximum degree of any node in E. As the total number of non-leaf nodes is less than |V T |, sorting them according to their degree has complexity O(|V T | log |V T |). In the general case where the distribution grid is composed of multiple disjoint trees, voltages at two nodes c and d of different trees will be independent of each other. Thus, while reconstructing the operational topology in the general case, we need to check if nodes c and d are unconditionally independent. If the unconditional independence test holds true, they will be determined as belonging to separate trees and hence excluded from remaining conditional independence tests in Algorithm 1 to determine operational edges. The general case will be addressed in detail in future work. In the next section, we discuss computation of the conditional independence test for continuous random variables.
V. COMPUTATION OF CONDITIONAL INDEPENDENCE TEST
Algorithm 1 checks if the voltage measurements at two nodes c and d are independent conditioned on knowledge of voltage measurements at two other nodes a and b. As these measurements are continuous random variables with arbitrary distribution, testing their conditional independence is a non-trivial task. Non-parametric techniques to determine conditional independence in literature include ones based on distances between estimated conditional densities [24] or between characteristic functions [25] . Another technique [26] involves binning the domain of conditioned random variables and then treating them like discrete variables. However, these techniques require large number of samples for correct estimation. A much cited line of work [27] , [19] , [20] has focussed on kernel-based techniques for non-parametric conditional independence test. Here conditional independence is characterized using covariance operators in Reproducing Kernel Hilbert Spaces (RKHS) and the Hilbert-Schmidt norm of the normalized conditional cross-covariance operator is used as a measure of conditional independence. When the random variables tested are conditionally independent, the corresponding Hilbert-Schmidt norm vanishes and identifies it. We follow the kernel-based conditional independence test in [19] in this paper. The matlab code for it can be found at [20] . Next we present simulation results of our topology learning algorithm on test radial distribution networks.
VI. SIMULATIONS RESULTS
We demonstrate the performance of Algorithm 1 in extracting the operational edge set E T of tree grid T from a loopy original edge set E. We consider a modified tree distribution network [28] , [29] with 19 load nodes and one substation as shown in Fig. 3 . For our simulations, we consider active load profiles to follow uncorrelated Gaussian random variables. Note that the algorithm is independent of the each load's distribution. We use DC PF model (see Eq. (3)) to generate nodal voltage phase angle samples for the radial operational topology specified by E T . As stated in the paper, the algorithm will work with other linear and invertible power flow models with separable Jacobian determinants as well. We then add 20 additional edges at random locations to construct the loopy set of potential edges E that is used as input by the observer.
In the test radial network depicted in Fig. 3 , solid and dashed lines represent operational and open lines respectively. Fig. 4 plots the average errors (relative to the number of operational edges) generated by our algorithm for different samples sizes in the 19 bus case. Note that increasing the number of samples leads to lesser number of errors for all tolerance values used in the conditional independence detection test (see Theorem 1) . Further observe that a weaker tolerance (4.5 * 10 −7 ) produces the least number of errors for lower sample sizes. However for higher sample sizes (more accurate conditional independence tests), the majority of errors arise from selection of nonoperational edges (false positives). Thus, the greatest accuracy is reached at a tighter tolerance (3.5 * 10 −7 ).
VII. CONCLUSION
Efficient estimation of the operational topology of the distribution grid can benefit several applications. In this manuscript, we have presented an algorithm that uses non-parametric conditional independence tests to determine the operational edges in the radial grid. The algorithm is based on the structural features of the graphical model for voltage measurements. We show that the graphical model despite being loopy can be separated into independent sets conditioned on operational edges in the tree grid. We analyze the working of our topology learning algorithm and show that its computational complexity is a polynomial function of the grid size.
The primary benefit of our learning algorithm is that it uses both physical power flow laws and ideas from general graph learning. The learning algorithm is applicable for all lossless linear approximations as well as other invertible power flow models whose Jacobian determinants satisfy a separability criteria. Further, only nodal voltage measurements are needed as input to the algorithm and no flow or injection information is necessary. In fact the learning algorithm is independent of the line parameters (resistance and reactance) as well as explicit distributions and statistics associated with individual load profiles. We use kernel based tests for conditional independence within our algorithm and demonstrate its performance over a test distribution grid. Due to its general applicability to diverse operational conditions and models, our learning algorithm can thus be used for multiple applications like failure identification, security quantification and privacy aware flow optimization. Generalizing the algorithm for distribution grids with mutiple radial trees and developing a theoretical understanding of the sample complexity necessary for error free learning are potential future directions of research.
